May 20, 2020

**Facts about Vaccination for COVID-19**

Dr. Laura Grossman wants government to force “all Americans—or at least schoolchildren and workers in direct-contact jobs, to be vaccinated against coronavirus.” This would be unconstitutional. Amazingly, those who claim they want to protect us from a virus want government to force us to be injected with a variant of that virus.

That said, if a vaccine is created, it’ll take 12 to 24 months. Second, like the seasonal flu vaccine, it may be ineffective. Even Dr. Fauci of the White House task force told Congress there are “no guarantees.” But third, and even worse, Fauci said it could backfire. The vaccine could strengthen the virus in the vaccinated person, making it more difficult and perhaps more deadly. So not only is it wrong and unconstitutional to mandate vaccination, it’s also not safe.

“*Fauci tells Congress: ‘There’s no guarantee that the vaccine is actually going to be effective,’*” Lauren Feiner and Berkeley Lovelace Jr. CNBC, May 12, 2020: [https://cnb.cx/360ylGW](https://cnb.cx/360ylGW)

“*To put Covid-19 behind us, all Americans should be vaccinated against it,*” Lauren S. Grossman, STAT, May 12, 2020: [https://bit.ly/2WBgP9e](https://bit.ly/2WBgP9e)